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THE FIELD BEFORE THE COMMISSION ON
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

ON the last day of the year 191 I a group of social workers
and university men present d to President Taft a peti
tion for the creati n of il federal commission of inquiry.

They asked for a body" with as great scientific competence,
staff, resources and power to compel testimony as the Interstate
Commerce Commission" t investigate the field of relations
between employer and mployee. Among the topics specific
ally m ntioned for inv stigation were the organization and
m th d f trad uni ns and employers' associations, strikes,
Jaw and judicial d cisions relative to labor, and constructive
"sch m s of economic government," such as the "trade legis
latur " in the New York cloak and suit industry, the Canadian
industrial disputes legislation, the Wisconsin industrial commis
sion and the Australian minimum-wage acts.

Six months' agitation resulted in the passage of an act by
Congress, approved August 23, 1912/ providing for a commis
sion of nine members, three to represent employers and three to
represent organized labor. The duration of the commission was
limited to three years, and an appropriation of $100,000 was
made for the expenses of the first year. The commission was
given broad powers of investigation into general labor condi
tions, conditions of association of labor and capital, problems
of sanitation and safety, agencies of industrial peace, and the
subject of Asiatic immigration. It was especially charged to
" seek to discover the underlying causes of dissatisfaction in the
industrial situation and to report its conclusions thereon." In
mid- eptember, 1913, President Wilson's nominations were con
firl'l'l by the senate, and in October the commission met and
I', IIi? I f r work.
r I iLni I nt that the impulse which resulted in the crea-

" 1\ mmi si n cam from men and women who belon-g
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I Report of the New York Public Service Commission (2nd dist.), 1910, vol. i, pp.
782, 783.

COATESVILLE, PA.

rates were discriminatory, and that the business methods were
lax. The commission denied the application, provided the Port
Jefferson Company present within ten days a resolution of the
board of directors promising without complaint to obey any
order of the commission within six months from date, requiring
additions, improvements etc. The company furnished the
resolution requested and the application of the competitor was
refused.' In a similar case decided some time previous, the
recommendations of the commission following the refusal of
the competitor's application amounted to a practical renewal of
the entire plant and equipment as well as a reorganization of
the company's whole business system.

Thus in states existing. side by side we may outline the evo
lution of commission regulation: (1) states wit!lOut a railroad
or public utilities commission of any sort (six); (2) states
having power to enforce changes in service, rates and equip
ment (twenty-eight); (3) states that may regulate security
issues for new enterprises but may not pass upon the social
necessity of the undertaking for which they are issued (eleven) ;

,(4) one state that may in addition determine whether public
convenience or necessity demands the new project, if the
applicant is a common carrier (Wisconsin); (5) one state
that may apply this test to all public utilities, and use the
power to grant or refuse such a certificate as a whip to compel
adequate service from the resident company (New York).

Blue-sky legislation applies to all companies the principle
evolved as a middle step in public utility regulation. It will be
interesting to see whether other steps of this series are ever
given a universal application, whether a commission be given
power to fix prices and regulate the output of industries (as was.
indeed suggested in the last presidential campaign), and whether
the monopoly principle be recognized here too as in the case of
public utilities.



I

to what may be termed the third party to the industrial struggle.
They were men and women, to be sure, who know conditions
of life and labor at first hand; and many of them had been in
strumental in settling industrial disputes. Yet after all, of what
deep concern was it to them that employers and employees are
recurrently at loggerheads? What concern is it to the average
citizen?

Let us look at the situation as they brought it forward, and
carried conviction in Congress that the work ready to the hand
.of such a federal commission reaches to the economic bedrock
of American democracy.
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wage-earners. And if we turn to the message which Abraham
Lincoln sent to Congress fifty years ago and read what he then
said of the self-sufficient household and the self-employing man
as the sure foundations upon which political democracy must
depend to withstand the cncroachmcnts of new forms of des
potism, we appreciate the risks to our institutions which indus
trial changes have thrust into the national life.

Not merely the sudden mas 'ing- of industrial workers but the
unevenness in the size ancl strength of the parties to the work
contract put strains upon it. Corporate bargainers range from
small concerns, which r tain much of the old personal contact
between master and man, to far-flung enterprises governed by
wire, which have injected a system of absentee capitalism into
American industrial life as definite in its effects as is absentee
landlordism. In strength of position these corporate bargainers
range from the isolated contractor, whose work must. be prose
cuted on an exposed corner and at a rate of speed enf9rced by
real-estate owner and prospective tenant, to the manufacturer
whose walled plant enables him to store up finished goods to
tide over a strike. They range from associations of such man
ufacturers, which can put a strike-breaking force into the plant
of any member and break the back of a local strike regardless
of its merits, to nationalized industries, which can effect the
same end by closing down a plant here and operating elsewhere.
They range from manufacturers, who view organized labor as
nothing more than a disruptor of orderly administration to be
fought at every turn, to manufacturers w40 not only bargain
with it, but look to it to aid in the discipline of unsteady work
ers or to settle disputes between crafts.

There is equal unevenness in the ranks of labor. The work
ers range from those in sedentary trades, thick with traditions,
to those in new and hazardous callings like that of the structural
ir n WOI kers, which attract foot-loose men of the same devil
mny- L r' sta!?p as did our frontier settlements. They range
fl' m I \ mploy es, indispensable core of an industry, to the
t1lt\ hln hund f the loft districts of the cities, whose employ-

r ttd( It fl1 n nd lay t1l m ff with n mor s n5 f r 
p II lhill lit 1\ 11 y f 1 wh 11 1I'y hl' W 1111: swit h that
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Throughout the period of westward expansion the homestead
'laws were the underpinnings by which men adjusted themselves·
to the land, as the basis for subsistence. On them, and on
contractual relations which smacked of the soil, they built up
the great commonwealths of the Mississippi Valley and beyond.

With the developfllent of manufacturing, the currents have
set in new directions; cities have piled up; the people have
massed in great trade groups; employments embedded in cor
porate industry have become the basis for subsistence for vaster
and vaster numbers of Americans. On the contract of hire
depends their prosperity.

Now, the laws and customs of adjusting rights and interests
among agricultural peoples have been the development of cen
turies. They have become moulded in forms conformable to
democracy. But while organic social changes have come in
with modern industry, as radical as the change in tools from
wheelbarrows to electric cranes, the terms of the contract of
hire have not been reconsidered in relation to the n w n.
ditions.

If we apply to the farming life of America th w rds ''lId
tenure and security, we obtain a fairly I ar i 'n f thl' «II

nomic base upon which h us h Ids an I VI'llI1 '., (111l1h 111'\

statcs, have be 11 built UI, But 'if w ppl til I' I lit lit,
am w r Is t th w r1dnr, lif· of I\lIlt'" III Intlll II Ii d I Ill,

w vivid 11111 \,. 1111 of till' II I t III I 1111 II III 1111
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turns on their electric power. They range from mass organiza
tions which embrace every worker in an industry-from com
mon labor up, to craft organizations hedged in by apprentice
ships from competition with the common laborers; from ele
mental, unorganized bodies of men who strike spontaneously
under some common spur, as at McKees Rocks and Lawrence,
to highly disciplined orders, like the railroad brotherhoods,
whose stages of development have been as distinct in char
acter, ideals and methods as are those of thoroughly organized
business concerns. The organizations of workers range from
isolated local bodies to international unions with staffs of paid
organizers; from irresponsible associations with unitemized ac
counts and a ring control which matches that of machine pol
itics, to organizations on a business basis with large benefit
funds and responsible executives.

Leaving out of consideration what have been called the preda
tory industrial corporation and the predatory trade union, we
have, therefore, a great diversity in the relative strength of
position enjoyed by the two parties to the labor contract. In
the middle ground, for the purposes of illustration, may be
cited the brewery trade, in which strong unions, local and inter
national, have carried on long-headed negotiations with an
equally strong organization of employers to devise trade agree
ments covering not only the customary subject-matters of hours,
wages and labor conditions, but the creation and joint manage
ment of a fund for old-age pensions, accident and sickness in
surance. At one extreme of the scale is the Chicago builder
who has to deal with thirty different city trades and who may
be bankrupted. because his operations are held up by disputes
which the unions may have among themselves. At the oth r
extreme, the Steel Corporation, with a half-billion capitalizati n
and with men numbered in the hundreds of thousands, r 'fuil '.
to bargain with even two men acting in unison.

The presence of such inequalities betw n th two partil' lu
the labor contract is sufficient t r quir thnt h omlld 111\

give fresh scrutiny to that ntra t t : ~ if I i I nl' lllll! III
str S9 of d man Is which it wrt. not cI vi, I'd 1\ 1ll'11'. 'I III h,

I. ,th Il1ml i n h IIld >n ldi It IW till' IIV I I II I

of the state, greater than that of any of these parties, may be
thrown over the transaction so that sheer disparity in strength
between the contracting parties shall not of itself occasion
social wrong.

In the absence of such governmental c ntrol, the parties to
the labor contract have themselves sought to exercise control
over it either by mutual agr em nt r by compulsion from one
end of the bargain or th th r. Thus we have:

The closed shop-clos d fr m below-in which unions suc
ceed in preventing the empl yment of any but their own mem
bers in a given trade.

The preferential shop. in which the employers agree to give
a preference to union labor when engaging new workers.

The open shop, in which union and non-union men are on an
equal footing and in which employees are treated with singly or
in groll ps, as they prefer.

The pseudo-open shop, in which the labor organization is
dislodged or rendered feckless by a process of discharge or
refusal to treat with the men collectively.

The closed shop-closed from above-in which the employer
discharges men who attempt to act collectively or even to be
long to unions, and in which the workers do not so much bar
gain as simply take or reject what is offered.

Two recent developments should be added. The tactics of
the 1. W. W. may be regarded as evolved out of the very weak
nesses of the workers in the last named position. The appeal of
this organization is to the ranks of common labor, the glutted,
the replaceable. It meets the flat refusal of the employers to
bargain with such men by denouncing all contracts with em
ployers. And where, against the all but impossible odds of
police repression and economic necessity faced by such workers,
they fail to win, the 1. W. W. counsels reprisal, after return
to work, by a sabotage more to be feared than the strike itself.
But in its larger strategy the 1. W. W. preaches an industry
wid ~ 1 l1:'1t the bottom, an indllstry organized as a whole, an
in 1I. tl'y w rldn ut its common salvation.

h pl'1l1 01 I Ie n ill lh rill I1l lrad s in N w Y rk, appa-
r ',,1I It til II"X r m C til' 01 [I' m h t ti. f th l.



once; more often, some few operations in the midst of intricate
processes. The explanation, of course, lies in the fact that, in
addition to the sheer transfer of hundreds of thousands of people
from agriculture to industry, industry itself has been overturned
from top to bottom by the subdivision of labor, by the intro
duction of power, by the use of chemicals, by the increase of
speeds and the changes in machinery and in method. The
measure of output which was the subject of yesterday's bar
gain, like the tools with which the work was performed, is
obsolete today. Too often have the workers seen the gains
from industrial improvements slip through their fingers or bring
them loss, by replacing a skilled mechanic with a semi-skilled
machine-tender. Where increased output has led only to .rate
cutting, this has in turn given rise to restriction of output and to
opposition to machine production. Grievance on the one hand
has thus bred grievance on the other.

Is it too much, therefore, to look to this commission to dis
cover and define the public element in rate-making? Would
not something be gained if it considered how far the miners' .
program of public and accurate tally of output can be given
general application? Has not the Massachusetts Minimum.
Wage Commission, in proposing to publish the wages paid by
employers who fail to meet its minimums, struck an important
principle of wage publicity? Is there no way by which the
assurance of a net gain to the workers may be a recognized fac
tor' in making wage adjustments following an improvement in
method, so that with every mechanical advance the general
level of wages will be lifted a bit instead of lowered? Would
not industrial progress itself respond to such a social policy
toward invention?

Closely related to machine production is another element
which affects the foothold of American workmen in the cor
porate industries, viz., the vast influx of immigrant wage-earn
ers. More important than the fact that UP.OIl their arrival a
third f these immigrants are illiterate, is the fact that before
olllinr I his country nearly a fifth have never worked for

W 1(: " Th· ill1mi(:{rati n restrictionists are right in saying
til II lit, III' Illd In. ' IIl'i Y f lh immigrants'act as a powerful
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'N. W., claims the same strategy for its own. The one is
avowedly on a war footing; the other stands for organized
peace. Under the protocols, now in vogue in several trades, we
have the beginnings of economic self-government within each
industrial group: grievance boards, through which in one trade
representatives of 1200 employers and 70,000 employees ad
just the trouble in a particular shop; sanitary boards, which
deal with questions of hygiene, lighting, 'ventilation and fire
'escapes more rigorously than does the state department of
labor, and call a strike if necessary to enforce their decrees;
standard wage boards which are beginning the scientific study
of rate-making.

If the commission will make a comparative study of the situ
ation of working men and women in industries which afford ex
amples of each of these various forms of control, it will break
new ground. The same is true of a study of the effect of the
change from one form of control to anothe~ in the same indus
try. How far are most trade unions open at the bottom to
young men and to new-comers? "Suppose the working man
has no union to speak for him," asks Professor Ross, " what
are the forces that will insure a market value for his labor?"
How well does he fare in the matter of fines, dockages, bonuses,
held-back wages and the other things which so materially affect
any comparison of earnings? .We have never had a compre
hensive study of the lessons to be learned from our great
strikes. We could profit from a much deeper sifting of the
experiences in industrial adjustments under the Erdman Act and
the conciliation boards in the coal fields. Still more fragmen
tary is our knowledge of how in actual practice the vast num
ber of individual bargains are struck between those who off r
labor and those who offer pay, bargains whose terms and II_

ditions bring to the workers a consciousness of fair play 1'-1
add to their growing sense of injustice.

For in addition. to this disparity i 11 str 11 Tlh b IWI' II 1111
parties to the work ntra t, Do lIll mlllll h' Inl '110 till t 1111

illllal and di~turbin~ hnnrr .. in til\' n 1111'1' lIr Iii I ~ lid •• 111

II' l d rOI', Iii, IH'C~, it or Illd IIII' III WI I ,llId '. I II

hll'l'tllI, ,'Ollll'll\\1' 1111' I' II 1'1 t 111111 t Itl III Ildllll II
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undertow on the lower bargaining levels of all industries. The
Federal Immigration Commission indicated that the average
pay of day labor the country over is less than the sum required
for family subsistence, and that the influx of newcomers tends
to keep it there for immigrant and native workman alike.

The engineer and the physician are beginning to limit the
lawyer's conception of the freedom of contract which permits
the foreigner to be placed at a dangerous machine which he
does not understand, or which allows him to handle industrial
poisons without knowledge of their evil. We know that scores
of rough peasant lads have been crippled by lead poisoning in
American industries. The new commission may well consider
the question whether the control which society might exercise
in such cases over "greeners" who are industrially immature,
should not be extended to include immigrant laborers in what
ever industries their presence threatens-not only the bodily
well-being of particular men but the social and economic wdl

being of great trade groups.
This change in tools and processes which has displaced old

crafts has resulted in the destruction of much of the older social
fabric upon which we have depended ~oth for resolute self-de
pendence in politics and for conservative leadership in the gen
eral affairs of life. The English-speaking miners of western
Pennsylvania built up churches, lodges, unions and community
life. Within the last thirty years, as pointed out by the Federal
Immigration Commission, there has been an exodus of these
pick miners from certain counties to the Southwest; and im
migrants and machine saws have taken their places. With
this lapsing of our customary social institutions in such regions,
it becomes all the more important that the fabric of just rela
tions in industry be stable, so that whatever befalls the commu
nity life, fair dealing and security in the industrial field will give
all comers their first fundamental impression of the things for

which America stands.
On the other hand, industrial operations, as in the mines, in

logging, in construction camps and even in the new industrial
towns, carry forces of workers into unpopulatcd ar as wh r

ivil s i ty has II t Y t lak n r l r isslill ins Ill'. Tn Ill'

II

T th r c gnition of this impotence of the lone employer,
... nd l a I' win appreciation of the weakness of the position

f will '.' Irnin w n n C\I1d hildr n in bargaining fOI' th it"
11!J 1', I' III h lllllinf f n w . l'llllt· law ill th varl II
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twilight zones of democratic life, injustice flourishes. Frag
mentary information which reached the public from the coal
fields of West Virginia and Colorado, the copper country of
Northern Michigan and the timber lands of Louisiana has
been such as to give grave ~oncern as to hard-won rights sub
verted, and lawlessness breeding lawlessness. The New York
Imm'igration Department has found grave evils in construction
'Camps all over the state. This department may have suggestive
experience to offer the c mmission 'as to how to project the
forces of industrial law an I order, so as to be available promptly
and naturally to isolated m n in these hinterlands of life and
work.

In the cities thems Iv s, .Iif has become so complex and
'Congested that th fixing of th terms of employment is often
wrested from the hands of employers and employees by forces
over which they individually have no control. For example, it
is common practice for the laundries of the United States to
require their ironers to work half through the night on Fridays,
a practice which means broken health and broken virtue for
hundreds of women yearly. But we realize that here is some
thing which hinges on more than the moral decision of any
individual laundry owner; that if he refuses to operate his plant.
on Friday nights to meet the demands of his patrons for clean
linen for Sundays, he will lose their custom and so be forcibly
retired from business. Therefore it is that legislation is advo
·cated that will prohibit night work for all women in laundries
and so put all plarits on an equal footing and make the man with
the bundle of dirty linen pay in punctuality what is too often
paid for out of wasted lives. The situation in these laundries
shows that the labor contract cannot justly be wrenched from
the social growths of which it is a part and settled without
relation to its human context.

(VOL. XXVIIIPOLITICAL SCIENCE QUARTERLI600
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National Electric Light Association has been the pioneer in
developing a comprehensive social program covering all these
points, and savings funds in addition. A generous progress is
here at work. But it should be noted that all these provisions
are a part of the bargain between employer and employee.
Some of them, like the payment of a bonus, if it is made de
pendent upon good behavior and even then held back for a
period of probation, are clearly devised to bind the employee
to his employer and to prevent strikes. It would require no
stretching of the field of the new federal commission to make it
cover not only a consideration of such modifications of the labor
bargain, but an investigation of the systematic schemes of social
insurance which have been adopted in Europe and have there
attained the chief ends sought by the systems inaugurated by
some employers in this country, without subjecting the em
ployees to disadvantage. In the adoption of such more sys
tematic plans, this country lags far behind Europe.'

Old principles of the common law and constitutional rights
are called into play with respect not only to the labor contract
but to the act of bargaining.

In periods of industrial conflict we find on the part of both.
employers and employees a vigorous assertion of those prin-
cipJes and rights which most nearly serve them. Unions point:
out the alacrity with which police and military forces are rushed
to the defense of property, compared with their slowness of
motion where human rights are concerned. Employers view
with distrust the failure of unions to incorporate so that they
can be brought more readily before the courts. Unions de
nounce injunctions which would stay their hands when delay
would mean for them a lost strike. Employers attack picket
ing as an interference with their business and in some industrial
districts have been able to make it unlawful. Unions stand out
for the right to bargain collectively, while they less vehemently
assert the riahts of a workman who, perhaps because of the
pel's nat g-rlldge of a union official, is denied membership in the
union nl1d 11 '11 th opportunity to 'arn a livelihood. Em
pi ('.'. I wl1 'n h. pI' n II I lid st n t th· ri ht to W rk, Ilt;)y

III In no lIl' 1IIII1l. f I' . illf n W 11011 n. 011 til l'iHht (nn
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states, limiting the right of contract. It was a law prohibiting
the overwork of women, protested by an Oregon laundry owner,
that afforded to the Supreme Court of the United States the
opportunity for perhaps its most sweeping decision as to the
authority of the state, under its police power, to restrict the
freedom of the individual to fix the terms of his employment.
We have laws in different commonwealths reducing the working
day of women and prohibiting the work of children who in size,
education or age are under a certain standard. In mining and
in caisson work we have the beginnings of similar legislation
applying to men. How far such statute law may be used to
the advantage of labor we do not yet know. Our new indus
trial commission could at least examine the extent to which the
labor contract is already limited in the different states, and
compare our laws with those of other countries which have
proved salutary. It could consider the constitutional principles
on which these limitations in our statutes have been successfully
based and could review their applicability to federal legislation,
or urge such uniformity in state laws that the progressive com
monwealth shall not, as now, be penalized for the humanitarian
legislation which puts it ahead of the laggard states.

To turn from statutes limiting freedom of contract to statut 5

changing the common law of tort liability, it should be noted
that state after state has during the past five years wiped out th
old defenses open to employers in damage suits-assumpti n
of risk, contributory negligence and the fellow-servant doctrine.
These were so many unwritten undertakings of the contract of
hire which for three-quarters of a century the courts assum d
the workman assumed when he took a job. The very till
"master and servant" harks back to an earlier day, a day 01
domestic rather than of factory production.

There may well be other ancient obligations in til ,onl I'
tion of the work contract which lik til s 11 'I r '" I II 1111 III

to fit new times. There may be rent m iii. li il wll I II I 1
wise need scrutiny before th y bin' I' j nil I 11 lid, 11111
the last few years a sc l' .f gl' , t Indll 1'1 II '1lllHlIlIl 1111 11
instituted lauornt . y l'rn. If 1'1 II· h 1I111H' lnd 11111111 II

rv i . P II. lon" ,I I<nI" h '1\ 'Ill, III (\ 11 I d III I I I I
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We have thus reviewed rapidly some of the social bearings
of th w rk contract to which we, singly, in groups, and as a
wh I ,[II' P< rti s: the inequalities in the organizations which
parli il lit , 11 inj ction f worn nand childr n and immigrants,
into thl' illl lion to 1111 Ii :it lh I :lI'~nins fill 11, lh' r v lll
tiOll, In 111111111'.1 llll'illH III ,th d will Il III til, til w01'1 I "'f til

commISSIOn" gauge how far these laws of property have been
turned to purposes the reverse of those for which they were
intended; and how new balances may be struck?

As Professor Henry R. Seager, former president of the
American Association for Labor Legislation, has pointed out,
when wage earners see in the injunction process a legal remedy

"which may be used effectively by one side in an industrial dis
pute and not by the other; when the courts tell them that they
may strike to better conditions, but that if they strike to
strengthen the union as a means to secure those better condi
tions they are guilty of conspiracy; when a court's view of the
boycott seems to them to involve a denial of their liberty to
patronize whom they choose, and leads to jail sentences for con
servative leaders like John Mitchell; when the Standard Oil
Company escapes with an order to dissolve to its own profit,
while the United Hatters are fined $240,000 under the Anti
trust Act; then wage earners are strengthened in the belief that
for whatever purpose a law may be framed, the courts will be
certain to turn it against them rather than against their em
ployers. When. in the midst of a strike, pre-revolutionary riot
acts and statutes of Edward III are summoned from their
obscurity, that belief is not weakened.

The new commission could do few things more clarifying
than to reexamine the whole trend of judicial decision relating
to labor disputes, and to come forward with constructive recom
mendations. Many of the most one-sided decisions, one way or
another, are embedded in the records of the minor courts, and
only such a resourceful inquiry could get them out into the
open. Such an authoritative presentation could not fail of itself
to lift the levels of such court proceedings in the future.
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immigrant to sell his work for a pittance, unconscious of the
effect upon American standards; or they may mean the right of
a strike-breaker to work at a wage temporarily high and thus to
destroy the possibility of a fair test as to whether bona fide
workmen will accept the terms to which the strikers object.
And this bristling championship of the rights of workmen on
the part of employers too often, as at Little Falls and Pater
'son, ignores' the right of free meeting, without pain of dis
'Charge or police interference, or the right to domicile, as at
Westmoreland, where a petty magistrate enjoined a priest from
visiting men of his own communion in the company houses.

To this right to work, the commission should give fresh
scrutiny. They should define it anew on the basis of modern
conditions, and then call for its defense with the force of gov
ernment. But there are other elements in the contractual rela
tions between employer and employee which, as we have seen,
need similar scrutiny. It is poor statesmanship to apply the
strength of the government merely at such points in a desper
ately subnormal industrial situation as will tend only to perpet
uate it. Petty magistrates and police, state militia and the
courts-all these were brought to bear by the great common
wealth of Massachusetts, once the Lawrence strikers threatened
the public peace. But what had the great commonwealth of
Massachusetts done theretofore to protect the people of Law
rence against the insidious canker of subnormal wages which
was blighting family life? Such policies of applying public
strength may be so inept and incomplete as to amount to

public impotence.
There has ever been a political significance to the finely ad

justed laws of property rights which have been developed by
Anglo-Saxon civilization. They have served to make the small
man-farmer or tanner or weaver as he might be-secure in
his property-holding against the encroachment of over-lord or
king. Under the changes ushered in by industry, a new rae f
over-lords has risen up, holding fief in the economic life. Til
,means of production have been transferred from small l p w
crful hands; the industrial c rp rati n rnth I' than lh 11 111 •

lit <d r b~ m!l th typ f pI' I I'ty WII r. ,hewll 1I0t th'



an ever-recurring fact, the technical development which makes
it difficult, the social pressure which distorts or moulds it, the
lawi which apply to it with uncertainty. As Professor Hoxie
puts it: "It will not do to attribute the resulting conditions and
actions to ignorance, selfishness or perversity on the part of em
ployers or workers. They but act as the inherent forces of the
modern industrial system dictate." The situation is one at best
filled with organic change, adjustment and readjustment. It
would put to the test the most firmly woven and clearly defined
fabric of industrial relations. But as a matter of fact our in
dustrial relations are not firmly woven nor clearly defined.
The economic motive has been the only element, sure, certain,
omnipresent. Under pressure from it, as a natural conse
quence, men have taken thirigs into their own hands; singly
and in groups they have applied remedies which at worst
gouged their fellows and at best have been but a partial solution.
Encroachment from one quarter has been answered by en
croachment from another. The leadership which has been
the subject of most serious public criticism has been of the sort
which has forged to the front among men on a war footing from
the beginning of time. The excesses on both sides have been
of the sort which are inevitable when the fabric of fair play is
not strong enough nor well enough devised to stand the.tension.

Viewed from the angle of the breakdown of government in
the field of industrial relations, the actions of manufacturers in
extending their spheres of control become not the ruthless deeds
of a new breed of pirates, but the understandable efforts of
men charged with the difficult task of production. Out of the
invertebrate life about them they must muster all sorts and con
ditions of men into the team play of industry and must set them
to work so that the end of each day heads up into accomplish
ment, must adjust them to great tools and mighty natural fore s
in the never-ending strategy of producing utility out of ener y
and raw material.

But progressive employers have failed in this: in imp sinH
voluntary standards upon their fellows which woul I pI' v'nt
human exploitation in any and every quarter. If th flln Ion
of s tting rule to th gam' i ther for tak n ov I' lllll 11 lilt I
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full than in the past by the more powerful hands of the state,
we ay believe that the resulting stability and good-will would
releas\ for industrial executives forces of cooperation and cre
ativen~ss among their men which are now battened down by
private discipline and restraint.

Viewed from this same angle of the breakdown of government
in the field of industrial relations, the program of organized
labor becomes, il1 the large, not a ruthless act of aggrandizement,
but the struggle of men to bring about order and security for
themselves and their kind; and this struggle merges in the slow
upward march of democracy. For the homesteader the sale of
a peck of potatoes or of a cord of wood is but an act of trade.
His acres stand intact, however the bargain goes. But on the
work contract in the industrial world hinge the intimate facts of
family life and well-being, the income, the leisure, the· mainte
nance of children, the hope of safe old age, the economic
strength of a self-governing people-not only all these things
as they are, but the chance for what is to come. And he who
views the economic well-being of the rank and file of the work
ing people of America and regards it as sufficient and finished,
is out of joint with that spirit of initiative and enterprise which
asserted itself individually on the border of western settlement
and which in our century is asserting itself collectively in indus
try. We need to overhaul the fabric of our industrial relations
so that they will stand the tension and will not snap before this
upward movement of the workers.

The public is directly concerned when an express or street
railway strike blocks the currents of traffic, or a garbage or ice
strike threatens the health of a city, or when. as in the West
moreland strike of a year's duration, the whole scheme of life
of a small, community is jeopardized. During such strikes we
hear a great deal about the great third party that has interests
at stake-that the public must not be made to suffer. But
may w not look to the Federal Commission on Industrial
R luti n t proclaim the public's duty as well as its rights, the
UII y to I II il wn h II e in rder, to set about a better co
ordln \ lo!\ \I\d 'ip r. Ii n of all tat and f'd 'ral ug '., i's
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bet een land and labor. With that war the United States,
hit rto an agricultural country, entered upon its period of in

dust ial development.
Fi~y years later a group of forward-looking men and women

challepged American statesmanship to give sober considera
tion td the relations between corporate industry and labor, not
necessarily in the belief that any such deep-seated flaw as
human slavery exists, or that war'is necessary to remove it, but
with the profound conviction that the revolutionary economic
changes of the half-century have put new and unusual strains
upon the personal right and governmental forms which have
been handed down from rlier times, and that it is the especial
task of our generation to develop an industrial procedure that
will readily and naturally lead to justice and fair dealing in the
same way that earlier cnturies saw the slow evolution of a civil

society conceived in liberty.
The Commission on Industrial Relations is a response to that

chcrllenge. Upon it Congress has laid the responsibility for
such a public and resourceful scrutiny of all the facts, that be
fore we enter upon any partial or fragmentary solutions, the
situation may be seen as a whole and understood of all men.Writing as chairman of the committee, Mr. Devine said:

We have not as yet squarely faced this mighty shifting in the economic
foothold of the democracy. They [industrial corporations] are becom
ing the permanent basis on which much family life and citizenship
depend. This is truer today than it was ten years ago, truer ten years
ago than it was twenty, truer in number of people so engaged, and in
the size of these industrial units. It will be truer ten years from now
than it is today.

It took the stress of civil war, four score and more years
after the nation was brought forth, to remove the flaw which
the founders of the Republic had allowed to mar the relation

/
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dealing with labor conditions, to overhaul the maChinei for
negotiation and legal adjustment, and to get at the uses
which bring employer and employee to the clash and p voke
aggression from either hand. For enough has been said to
show that the public's problem is not merely that of an oJtraged
umpire in a struggle between two contending forces in our
economic life. It goes deeper. For larger and larger groups
of Americans it is becoming the problem of their relations as a
free, self-governing people to the industrial corporations in and
through which they obtain their livelihood. In one of the
pamphlets issued by the committee which secured the creation
of the commission, it was said :

A " durable" question, is the expressive phrase in which Lincoln sum
med up the issue of slavery. This being interpreted means that it was
a " struggle which was not to be settled in a day but must be stayed
by and followed from phase to phase." The industrial warfare sim
ilarly presents to us a " durable" question. That is not by any means
the same thing as an endless or insoluble problem. The physical con
quest of the American continent was a "durable" struggle, but its
geographical phase is ended in our own generation. The abolition of
poverty requires a " durable" struggle, but it is within sight of sober
and responsible statesmanship. The" durable struggle" as to whether
this nation was " to ultimately become all slave or all free" reached
its " final and rightful result" within less than ten years after Lincoln's
defeat by Douglas which called forth the defeated candidate's clear
formulation of the issue.
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